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A Highly-Efficient Oxygen Evolution Electrocatalyst Derived
from a Metal-Organic Framework and Ketjenblack Carbon
Material
Seçil Öztürk+,[a] Gun-hee Moon+,[b, d] Alex Spieß,[a] Eko Budiyanto,[b] Stefan Roitsch,[c]
Harun Tüysüz,*[b] and Christoph Janiak*[a]
The composite of the metal-organic framework (MOF) Ni(Fe)MOF-74 and the highly conductive carbon material ketjenblack
(KB) could be easily obtained from the in-situ MOF synthesis in
a one-step solvothermal reaction. The composite material
features a remarkable electrochemical oxygen evolution reaction (OER) performance where the overpotential at 10 mA/cm2
and the current density at 1.7 VRHE are recorded as 0.274 VRHE
and 650 mA/cm2, respectively, in 1 mol/L KOH. In particular, the
activation of nickel-iron clusters from the MOF under an applied

anodic bias steadily boosts the OER performance. Although
Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 goes through some structural modification
during the electrochemical measurements, the stabilized and
optimized composite material shows excellent OER performance. This simple strategy to design highly-efficient electrocatalysts, utilizing readily available precursors and carbon
materials, will leverage the use of diverse metal-organic
complexes into electrode fabrication with a high energy
conversion efficiency.

Introduction

electrode materials as electrocatalysts need to be developed to
lower the high kinetic barrier of the OER and enhance the
electricity-to-hydrogen conversion efficiency.[5] Noble metal (Pt,
Ir, Ru) based materials show a good OER activity, yet suffer from
scarcity and high cost.[6,7] Consequently, many studies focus on
the development of catalysts based on earth-abundant elements, such as cobalt, iron, nickel or manganese. These 3d
elements are investigated as metal nanoparticles,[8,9] in the form
of oxides,[10,11,12] sulfides,[13,14] phosphides,[15,16] etc. Transition
metal ions in oxides, hydroxides, phosphates, bipyridine
complexes, etc. can be turned into a high-valent oxidation state
through applying an anodic bias, which is responsible for
cleaving water molecules.[17] For example, Co2 + complexed with
phosphate and Co2 + /3 + in cobalt (oxide)hydroxide can be
oxidized to unstable Co4 + by applying voltage, which accelerates the oxidation of water.[18,19] Recently, the research trend
on the catalyst preparation for alkaline water electrolysis has
moved from crystalline metal oxide to amorphous metal (oxide)
hydroxide materials due to their facile synthesis and high OER
activities.[20,21] In particular, huge efforts have been devoted to
investigate nickel or cobalt (oxide)hydroxides, whose activities
can be easily tuned by the activation in terms of either
accepting iron impurities from the electrolyte or iron elements
intentionally introduced in the structure.[22,23] This hints that the
combination of amorphous nickel- or cobalt-based catalysts
with iron in composite materials can be advantageous for
electrocatalytic water oxidation.
Metal-organic frameworks, that are crystalline porous coordination networks built from metal atoms/clusters and bridging
organic ligands, are investigated as promising precursors or
templates for the construction of new electrocatalysts.[24] The
catalytic properties of open metal sites have drawn significant
attention in the field of electrochemistry covering water
splitting, oxygen reduction, carbon dioxide reduction, urea

The depletion of fossil fuels and their increasing environmental
issues upon their incineration are calling for efficient renewable
energy conversion systems.[1] Photovoltaic-assisted water
electrolysis is an ideal method to obtain (green) hydrogen (H2)
as a storable energy.[2] Electrocatalytic water-splitting consists of
two half reactions, a hydrogen evolution reaction (HER; 2H + +
2e !H2, 0.00 VRHE) and an oxygen evolution reaction (OER; 4
OH !2 H2O + O2 + 4e , 1.23 VRHE). Among both reactions, the
OER is more challenging one since the O=O double-bond
formation involves a four-electron transfer with the kinetics
giving rise to a high overpotential.[3,4] Therefore, functional
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oxidation, nitrogen reduction, etc.[25,28] However, the drawbacks
of MOFs are (i) low electrical conductivity,[29] (ii) mass transport
problem of reactants, products and electrolyte ions through
their micropores, (iii) lack of stability especially in highly acidic
or alkaline aqueous environments.[30] Therefore, electrocatalyst
studies often use a MOF surface as a catalyst support or use the
post-synthetic calcination (pyrolysis) of MOFs at a high temperature to yield structured metal-oxide materials.[31–33]
In order to increase the electrical conductivity and structural
stability, MOFs can be combined with more conductive
materials such as graphene,[34] carbon nanotubes[35] or ketjenblack carbon (KB).[36] Among such carbon-based materials,
ketjenblack has been used as an additive or a support in
batteries and fuel cells since it has a high specific surface area
of up to 1400 m2/g, excellent charge-transfer properties and
high electrochemical stability. Until now only a few studies
about MOF/KB composites can be found in the literature,
however, these composites have not been implemented for
OER. For instance, Wang et al. designed a polyoxometalate
(POM) based MOF hybridized with KB and used this as an
electrochemical sensing catalyst for non-enzymatic H2O2
detection.[37] In another study, Peng et al. used a POM-based
MOF to support Pt nanoparticles and then mixed this material
with KB to form a composite which exhibits a remarkable HER
performance.[38] Huang et al. developed the first non-pyrolyzed
Fe N coordination-based MOF/KB composites as efficient and
stable oxygen reduction reaction catalysts.[39] These studies
indicated the potential of this new class of KB composites and
encouraged us to investigate a MOF/KB composite for electrochemical OER.
Ni-MOF-74 ([Ni2(DHTA)(H2O)2], DHTA = 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalate) is built from NiO6 octahedra linked with DHTA (see
Scheme S1, SI) and is considered a robust MOF. MOF-74 has
already been demonstrated as a good OER electrocatalyst with
the advantages of adjustable divalent metal nodes in the
structure and a high density of potential open metal sites.[40] NiMOF-74 has one-dimensional channels with aperture diameters
of about 1 nm that are large enough for the diffusion of OER
substrates. Moreover, it was proven that heterometallic, metaldoped Ni-MOF-74 exhibited enhanced OER activity compared
to monometallic Ni-MOF-74. Especially, Fe incorporation or
doping has been shown to be very effective in improving the
OER performance.[41–46]

Herein, we combined iron-containing Ni-MOF-74 and KB in
a composite material (denoted as Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB) via a simple
one-step solvothermal reaction where Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 was
formed in the presence of KB. The target of our work was to
design a MOF composite with improved electrochemical
properties for an effective OER electrocatalyst. The KB colloidal
particles are a very good conductive support that can interact
with MOFs via the condensation between surface hydroxyl
groups but also via the van der Waals force of aromatic species
or hydrogen bonds. The composite material indicated excellent
performance for electrochemical OER in alkaline condition by
requiring an overpotential of only 0.274 V to reach 10 mA/cm2
and delivers a current density of 650 mA/cm2 at 1.7 VRHE.

Results and Discussion
The composite from Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and ketjenblack (KB), in
short Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB was easily prepared during the in-situ MOF
synthesis in the presence of KB in a one-step solvothermal
reaction at 120 °C for 24 h from a mixture of Ni(NO3)2 · 6H2O,
Fe(OAc)2, 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid (H2DHTA) and KB in a
DMF/EtOH/H2O solution/dispersion (Scheme 1). In order to
introduce iron into the structure of Ni-MOF-74, Fe(OAc)2 was
added for a targeted molar Ni to Fe ratio of 32 : 1. For
comparison, we also synthesized separate samples of Ni(Fe)MOF-74, Ni-MOF-74/KB, Ni0.5Fe0.5-MOF-74/KB,[47] Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and
Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB. Our previous electrocatalytic studies had revealed that the activation of nickel-based catalysts was
negligible under iron-free conditions and very effective with a
low iron content while an excess amount of iron decreased the
OER activity.[41] Ni : Fe molar ratios of 32 : 1 for Ni Fe oxide
materials,[41] 22 : 1 for Ni(Fe)-MOF-74/NF (NF = nickel foam)[42]
and 53 : 1 for Fe2O3@Ni-MOF-74 yielded the optimized OER
electrocatalysts.[48] When we characterized the known Ni(Fe)MOF-74 in detail we did primarily so to verify and quantify the
amount of incorporated Fe, and to ensure that the mixed-metal
compounds retained the identical structure as Ni-MOF-74. It is
known in mixed-metal MOF synthesis that the incorporated
metal ratio can differ from the starting material ratio and must
be post-synthetically quantified. The iron content in the
synthesized Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2 was post-synthetically quantified by flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS),

Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of the Ni(Fe)-MOF-74/KB composite synthesis.
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giving a molar Ni : Fe ratio of 31 : 1 for Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and a
Ni : Fe ratio of 32 : 1 for nickel(iron) hydroxide (Table S1, SI). From
the AAS-determined metal wt %, the mass fractions of the metal
compounds in the KB composites were calculated as 48 wt%
Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and 52 wt% KB for Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB and 53 wt%
Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and 47 wt% KB for Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB.
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74,
KB, Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB, Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB are compared in Figure 1a. The PXRD pattern of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and insitu prepared Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB features the same reflexes as the
simulated pattern of Ni-MOF-74,[49] thereby showing that the insitu synthesis in the presence of largely amorphous KB did not
significantly affect the MOF crystal growth and structure.[50]
Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB exhibit the reflexes of α-Ni(OH)2.[51] In none of the samples, the PXRD pattern of iron
(oxide)hydroxide was observed, indicating that iron was wellincorporated into the structure of Ni-MOF-74 or Ni(OH)2 instead
of precipitating as its (oxide)hydroxide. Also no crystalline
residue of the iron and nickel salts was observed in the final
products (Figure S1). In pristine KB, three broad peaks corresponding to the (100), (002), and (101) reflection of amorphous
carbon were recorded.[52] The reflexes of α-Ni(OH)2 only
appeared in Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB, but not in the MOF
products. In the Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra
(Figure 1b), Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB display the same
characteristic bands in the fingerprint region which are in a
good agreement with the literature.[53,54] A few peaks were

slightly red-shifted in Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB compared to Ni(Fe)-MOF74 (Figure S2b). In particular the red-shift of C H bending in the
aromatic ring indicates the existence of van der Waals
interactions between the MOF and KB caused by either C H π
or π-π interactions.[55,56] KB has no remarkable IR signals.
Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB show the characteristic bands of
α-Ni(OH)2 (at 644 and 1635 cm 1).[46]
The specific Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas of
the materials were derived from nitrogen-adsorption isotherms
at 77 K (Figure 1c). Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 has a surface area and pore
volume of 684 m2/g and 0.34 cm3/g, respectively, which are
close to the reported values (820 m2/g, 0.29 cm3/g for NiCoFeMOF-74[57]). Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 shows a type I isotherm revealing its
microporosity with a steep gas uptake at low relative pressure
followed by a plateau.[58] KB is a porous carbon material with a
BET surface area of 1399 m2/g, a specific pore volume of
2.2 cm3/g and mesopores around 5 � 2 nm. KB exhibits an
adsorption isotherm branch as a composite of type I and II and
an H4 hysteresis loop upon desorption, both being often found
for micro-mesoporous carbons.[58] As expected, the surface area
of non-porous Ni(Fe)(OH)2 was only 50 m2/g. The nitrogen
sorption isotherms and BET-surface areas of the composites
Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB can be seen as a combination of the isotherms of the individual mass-weighted components. This superposition also holds for the pore-size distribution and cumulative pore volume curves of the individual
components in the composites (Figure 1d, Figure S3). The

Figure 1. (a) PXRD patterns of simulated Ni-MOF-74 (CCDC Deposition Number 1494751. This data are provided free of charge by the joint Cambridge
Crystallographic Data Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Structures service.), experimental Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB, Ni(Fe)(OH)2,Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB and KB. The PXRD patterns of α-Ni(OH)2 are marked by as asterisk (*) (ICDD no: 38–0715). (b) FT-IR spectra of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB,
Ni(Fe)(OH)2, Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB and KB. (c) Nitrogen sorption isotherms at 77 K (solid and empty symbols are for ad- and desorption, respectively), and (d) pore
size distribution of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB, Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB and KB.
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bimodal pore size distribution of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB with maxima at
~ 1 nm and ~ 5 nm reflects the contributions from the MOF and
KB. Consequently, the apparent BET surface area and pore
volume of the Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB composite with 770 m2/g and
0.90 cm3/g, respectively, is higher than the surface area and
pore volume of neat Ni(Fe)-MOF-74. Yet, the observed BET area
for Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB is significantly lower than its calculated
apparent BET (1059 m2/g) as determined from the sum of the
mass-weighted S(BET) of the KB (52 wt%) and MOF (48 wt%)
(eq. 1):

SðBETÞcalc: ¼

wt% of KB
� SðBET; KBÞþ
100

wt % of MOF
� SðBET; MOFÞ
100

(1)

Also, the BET surface area of the composite Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB
with 547 m2/g, is significantly lower than the estimated value
(679 m2/g) based on the 53 wt% contribution of Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and
the 47 wt% contribution of KB. This can be due to pore blocking
effects or formation of the MOF or Ni(Fe)(OH)2 in the mesopores
of KB.
The high-resolution Ni 2p X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS)
of Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB and Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB supported Ni2 + as the
predominant oxidation state (Figure S5). The peak of Fe 2p was
not clear due to the strong noise and the interference of C 1s
and O 1s hindered a further comparison.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed spherical
nanoparticles with a homogenous particle size distribution of
< 0.1 μm for ketjenblack and irregular shaped particles with a
wider particle size distribution for Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2 in the 0.1–1 μm range (Figure S6a,b,c). In both
composite materials, the particles are well-covered by ketjenblack. In Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB, there seems to be an intimate mixing
which suppresses the aggregation between the MOF particles
(Figure 2a). The irregular particles covered with wrinkled sheets
in Ni(Fe)(OH)2 were similar to the shape of Ni(OH)2 given in the
literature (Figure S6c,d).[59] In Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB, KB particles appeared to be randomly distributed with the Ni(Fe)(OH)2
particles, indicating a less intimate mixing (Fig. S6d). From SEMenergy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDX) elemental mapping
(Figure S7) that visualizes more the surface composition, it is
evident that the Fe mapping in the particles does not contrast
well with the background. This suggests that the iron is
incorporated inside the particles and not located near the
surface.
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM)
images reveal that the graphene-like carbon sheets of KB are
well-mixed with the particles of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 (Figure 2b-d).
The scanning TEM (STEM) image and its superimposable EDX
elemental mappings visualized that nickel, iron, oxygen, and
carbon were uniformly dispersed in Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB (Figure 2e),
as was the case in Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 (Fig. S10a). A notable
mismatch for carbon (i. e., the size of the area spotted by pink
color was larger than the STEM image) in Figure 2e can be
attributed to the background signal of KB. The elemental
analysis obtained from EDX spectrum focused on the circle in
ChemPlusChem 2021, 86, 1106 – 1115
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image, (b-d) HR-TEM images, (e) STEM image with EDX
elemental mapping for nickel, iron, oxygen, and carbon for Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB.
The EDX scan in the encircled area in (b) gave a molar Ni : Fe ratio of 32 : 1
and (f) EDX spectrum with the composition for the selected area in (b) for
Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB. Further TEM, HR-TEM images and STEM-EDX element
mappings are given in Figure S9 and S10.

Figure 2b yields an atomic ratio of Ni to Fe of 32 : 1 in line with
AAS and SEM-EDX (Figure 2f, Table S1).
The electrocatalytic OER performance of the samples was
checked and compared using a three-electrode system under
rotation of the working electrode at 2,000 rpm in 1 mol/L KOH
electrolyte. For the working electrode preparation, the samples
were dispersed in an isopropanol-water mixture in the presence
of a Nafion binder by sonication and were loaded on the glassy
carbon electrode (GCE) with a geometric area of 0.196 cm2. As
shown in Figure 3a, the current density of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB from
1.5 to 1.7 VRHE (i. e., the region of water oxidation, RHE =
reversible hydrogen electrode) in linear sweep voltammetry
(LSV) curves was much higher than that of other samples, and
the enhancement effect by the introduction of KB was also
clearly observed in Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB. Due to the continuous
increase of OER activities with the number of LSV scans, the
cyclic voltammetry (CV) with 50 mV/s from 0.7 to 1.6 VRHE for
100 scans was carried out in order to reach the steady state of
electrocatalysts. During CV scans, the current density collected
at 1.7 VRHE steadily rose for all samples except KB, which was
saturated after 60 CVs (Figure 3b). The peaks from 1.2 to 1.5 VRHE
originated from the redox reaction of Ni2 + /3 + and were
positively shifted and at the same time the current density at
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Figure 3. (a) LSV curves of KB, Ni(Fe)(OH)2, Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB, and Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB before 100 CVs. (b) Current density at 1.6 VRHE recorded at an
increasing number of CVs. (c) LSV curves of samples after 100 CVs. (d) Tafel plots, and (e) impedance curves of KB, Ni(Fe)(OH)2, Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB,
and Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB. (f) Comparison of current density at 1.7 VRHE derived from the current divided by the electrochemical surface area (ECSA) (left ordinate
axis, black bars) and the N2 sorption-derived BET surface area (right ordinate axis, red bars) for all the tested samples.

1.6 VRHE was enhanced after 100 CVs (Figure S11), which are the
typical signs of Fe impurity uptake from KOH electrolyte.[60]
The oxidation peak of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB, measured at the
lowest voltage, was possibly due to the efficient conversion of
Ni2 + to Ni3 + in terms of the interaction between KB and DHTA
of the MOF. The activation of nickel-based electrocatalysts
under applying an anodic bias is a well-known phenomenon,
being subject to either intentionally added iron in nickel oxide
structures or the adsorption of iron impurities on the nickel
(oxide)hydroxide surface from the KOH electrolyte. According to
the literature, the iron incorporated in active Ni sites cannot
only increase the conductivity but also change the electronic
structure of NiOOH, lowering the kinetic barrier towards a
highly efficient water oxidation.[22] In our previous report, it was
also confirmed that the introduction of iron into nickel oxide
and amorphous cobalt hydroxide significantly improved the
OER activity, where the activation occurred under CVs and
continuous application of an anodic bias.[41,61]
Consequently, the current density at 1.7 VRHE and the
overpotential at 10 mA/cm2 were recorded as 650 mA/cm2 and
0.274 VRHE, respectively, for Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB after 100 CVs (Figure 3c). Considering that the current density of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB
over the typical water oxidation potential region (i. e. from 1.5
to 1.7 VRHE) was three times higher than the sum of current
densities for Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and KB alone (e. g. 27 and 180 mA/
cm2 at 1.7 VRHE for KB and Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, respectively), such a
high OER performance should stem from the synergetic effect
of KB to offset the drawbacks of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74. Moreover, the
overpotential at 10 mA/cm2 was much lower than that of KB
and Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 (0.410 and 0.318 VRHE, respectively). It is
important to stress that carbon-based materials get oxidized at
higher applied voltage range under alkaline conditions and can
ChemPlusChem 2021, 86, 1106 – 1115
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contribute to the measured currents.[62] However, as seen in
Figure 3a and 3b the activated current density at 1.7 VRHE over
KB is almost negligible in comparison to Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB. Therefore, it can be postulated that this high current density is
obtained from the electrocatalytic OER.
Additionally, composites of Ni-MOF-74/KB with Ni only
(iron-free) and with equal amounts of Ni and Fe were also
synthesized and checked for their OER performance under
identical conditions (Figure S12) to study the influence of iron
and the synergy of Ni and Fe. In these composites Ni-MOF-74/
KB and Ni0.5Fe0.5-MOF-74/KB, in short Ni-MOF/KB and Ni/Fe:1MOF/KB, the absence of iron and the presence of a high
amount of iron, respectively, were not advantageous, in good
agreement with our previous study.[41] First the initial LSV curves
of the samples were collected and followed by 50 CV to
monitor the activation or deactivation of the electrocatalyst. NiMOF/KB showed a similar activation process as Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB.
Most likely the activation of Ni-MOF/KB is due to iron uptake
from electrolyte impurities, as is known from the literature[11]
and as we observed for Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB by post-mortem SEMEDX and ICP-OES (Figure S15). After this activation/deactivation
process, Ni-MOF/KB required an overpotential of 314 mV to
reach 10 mA/cm2, whereas Ni/Fe:1-MOF/KB required 302 mV at
10 mA/cm2. Thus, when the Fe content was too high as in Ni/
Fe:1-MOF/KB, a deactivation took place. In the OER catalytic
state, an anodic peak at 1.35 VRHE corresponding to Ni(II)!Ni(III)
is very pronounced in Ni-MOF/KB. With the increasing amount
of iron, the anodic peak is shifted to higher potential due to the
well-known suppressor effect of Fe for the Ni(II)/Ni(III)
oxidation.[63,64] Additionally, the current density collected at 1.7
VRHE was 350 mA/cm2 for Ni-MOF/KB and 392 mA/cm2 for Ni/
Fe:1-MOF/KB. Overall, Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB with an overpotential of
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only 274 mV and a current density of 650 mA/cm2 still had the
best performance for OER compared to all the other samples
here (Figure S12, SI).
The electrochemical kinetics of the OER for the samples
were evaluated by comparison of the Tafel slopes, a measure to
determine how quickly the electrons are transferred against
overpotential, derived from LSV curves after the activation
(Figure 3d).[4] The Tafel slopes for KB, Ni(Fe)(OH)2, Ni(Fe)-MOF74, Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB, and Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB were calculated as 76.6,
77.0, 58.3, 65.8, and 40.4 mV/dec, respectively. Predictably, the
Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB showed the lowest Tafel slope, and the
introduction of KB was very simple but quite effective to break
down the kinetic barrier for electron transfer processes.[65,66]
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was utilized
to better understand the charge transfer behavior of the
samples. The diameter of the semicircle in the Nyquist plots is
related to the interfacial electron transfer resistance, where a
small semicircle is typically observed when the charge transfer
is favorable.[67] As seen in Figure 3e, the smallest semicircle was
obtained in Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB, while the largest one was exhibited
in KB since the driving force for water oxidation was too weak
without aid of Ni Fe catalysts. The lowest resistance of Ni(Fe)MOF/KB and the effect of KB on the charge transfer kinetics
were consistent with the result of the Tafel slopes in Figure 3d.
For investigating the correlation between the surface area and
the electrocatalytic activity, the polarization curves were
normalized by the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA)
and the BET surface area (Figure 3f). The ECSA of the catalysts
was calculated by the double-layer capacitance derived from CV
analysis (Figure S13). As shown in Figure S14, the highest ECSA
and BET surface area were obtained for KB, and the mismatch
between them was severe in Ni(Fe)-MOF-74. Unexpectedly, the
ECSA tended to decline in the MOF samples (i. e., Ni(Fe)(OH)2 vs.
Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB vs. Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB). The
intrinsic properties of the MOF, especially a pore size close to
1 nm and its hydrophobicity, might be disadvantageous for the
permeation of electrolyte ions to active sites, diffusion of O2
from the pores to the bulk electrolyte, and wettability. Also, the
neat MOF has a low electrical conductivity. Based on Figure 3f,
it was more clear to recognize the problems posed in each
system, which should be overcome to achieve a high OER
efficiency: (i) KB has no catalytically active centers, (ii) Ni(Fe)(OH)2 has a low number of active sites due to a low BET and
a low electrical conductivity, (iii) neat Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 particles
have a large size and low electrical conductivity, and (iv)
Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB has a low number of active sites and low
accessibility to the active centers. The addition of KB in the
MOF synthesis prevented the formation of large MOF particles,
which then allowed an easy access of electrolyte ions to open
metal sites, and consequently facilitated the electron transfer as
well as the mass transport of O2.
Both in-situ experiments and density functional theory
(DFT) calculations have been done in the literature to investigate the reaction mechanism and the real active species of
MOF-74 for OER. Detailed explanations can be found in the SI
as Supporting Information note 1. An operando X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) study, including X-ray absorption near
ChemPlusChem 2021, 86, 1106 – 1115
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edge structure (XANES), extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) suggested that Ni(Co)-MOF-74 showed a partial
transition to Ni(Co)-hydroxide, Ni(Co)(OH)2 with two-valent
metal atoms as the resting state at an applied potential of
1.1 VRHE to 1.2 VRHE. The transition then continued to Ni(Co)oxyhydroxide, Ni(Co)(O)(OH) with three-valent metal atoms
which appeared to be the catalytic state at a potential of
1.35 VRHE to 1.5 VRHE. Both Ni(Co)(OH)2 and Ni(Co)(O)(OH) were
suggested to form inside Ni(Co)-MOF-74. In monometallic NiMOF-74 there was no obvious structural change up to a
potential of 1.5 VRHE. The same transformation to hydroxide and
oxyhydroxide took place in a Ni0.9Fe0.1-MOF. The introduced Co
or Fe promoted the formation of high-valence Ni-oxyhydroxide
in bimetallic MOFs and thereby leads to enhanced OER
activity.[45] Consequently, for Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 it would be straightforward to assume formation of Ni(Fe)(II)(OH)2 and further
Ni(Fe)(III)(O)(OH) within Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 (Figure S18, SI), the latter
being the catalytically active state.
The lifetime of an electrocatalyst is one of the key
parameters and the durability of the most active sample of
Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB was further tested by a multistep chronopotentiometry fixed at different current densities (Figure 4a) and a
chronopotentiometry fixed at 10 mA/cm2 for 12 h (Figure 4b). In
the multistep chronopotentiometry the current density was
initially fixed at 20 mA/cm2 and then was changed to 10, 20, 5,

Figure 4. (a) Multistep chronopotentiometry curve and (b) chronopotentiometry curves of 2- and 3-electrode system for (Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB on the GCE as
working electrode, a Pt wire counter electrode, and a hydrogen reference
electrode recorded at 10 mA/cm2. The inset in (b) is the enlargement of the
curve collected in the initial period under an applied bias from the 3electrode system.
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and 20 mA/cm2 step by step. The applied voltage remained flat
in each step. On the other hand, as the current density was
changed from 20 to 0 mA/cm2, the applied voltage gradually
declined over time, which could be attributed to the alteration
of the catalyst (i. e., the sequential conversion of Ni4 + !Ni3 + !
Ni2 +). The applied voltage at 5 mA/cm2 was slowly increased
right after its sudden decrease, which was possibly due to
active OER species which were rapidly switched to HER ones
under cathodic bias.[68] Nevertheless, the applied voltage at
20 mA/cm2 was recovered to its initial value and remained flat
with time, which supports that the oxidation state of active
Ni(Fe)-based species was reversibly convertible depending on
the applied bias and did not damage the catalytic performance.
The long-term usability of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB fixed at 10 mA/cm2 in
1 mol/L KOH was confirmed for 2- and 3-electrode systems as
shown in Figure 4b. The activation was observed in the initial
period, and the voltage was relatively well-maintained for 12 h,
which indicates a very good lifetime of the composite material.
The water stability of MOFs, which are extended coordination compounds is a critical issue. Comparatively few MOFs
have been shown to feature long-term (kinetic) water stability,
that is, are inert towards metal-linker hydrolysis and replacement of the metal-linker by metal-aqua or metal-hydroxido
bonds.[69,70,71] The water stability of Ni-MOF-74 was assessed
using steam (N2 with 5 mol% water at 100 °C over 2 h). The
crystallinity (by PXRD) and the BET surface area of a sample
which was steamed and aged over one year were lost.[72] The
water stability of Ni-MOF-74 and Mg-MOF-74 was tested by
water sorption isotherms (up to p/p0 = 0.95) with PXRD and BET
analysis before and after and Ni-MOF-74 did not exhibit a
significant degradation. Preventing water from entering MOF
pores will indirectly also impart hydrolytic stability. Surrounding
a MOF with hydrophobic carbon materials can induce external
hydrophobicity for increased hydrolytic stability.[73] Thus, NiMOF-74 as a composite with ketjenblack was initially aniticipated to have intermediate hydrolytic stability. However, a
stability test by soaking Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB in 1 mol/L KOH for 12 h,
which corresponds to the working conditions of the electrochemical studies, displayed complete loss of crystallinity and a
decrease of the BET surface area from 770 m2/g to 93 m2/g.
Thus, although Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 goes through structural modification during the electrochemical measurements, the stabilized
and optimized composite material shows excellent OER
performance. We note that Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 is no exception to
the general instability of MOFs, which are investigated as
electrocatalysts,
in
alkaline
or
acidic
aqueous
environments.[42,74,75] Therefore, we have to interpret the role of
the MOF as a sacrificial agent which provides well-dispersed
active species in good contact to KB because of the original
inorganic-organic hybrid nature of the MOF.
If the MOF is seen as a precursor or a sacrificial agent from
which the active electrocatalyst is generated, the question on
the active species remains. As for a heterogeneous catalyst
which is derived from a multi-component precursor, such a
question is difficult to answer. We attempted an analysis from
post-mortem studies (see Figure S15 – S18, SI). Further analysis
is beyond the scope of this work whose focus was on the use of
ChemPlusChem 2021, 86, 1106 – 1115
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the novel carbon material ketjenblack in a composite with a
MOF as an OER electrocatalyst.
We have compiled a summary in the Supporting Information (as note 2) how other studies on MOF-74 electrocatalysts
have addressed the issue of stability, degradation and subsequently true active species. From this overview it can be
concluded that the formation of metal-hydroxides, oxyhydroxides or -oxides is indicated by XPS and/or XRD analysis which
are subsequently suggestions as electrocatalysts, although
these conclusions are usually carefully worded as a possibility.
There is, however, no electrocatalytic comparison in these
studies with separately prepared metal-hydroxides, -oxyhydroxides or -oxides.
Here we have carried out post-mortem characterizations to
analyze from the very small sample amounts the electrocatalyst
and the structural transformation of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB. Postmortem SEM-EDX and ICP-OES results of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB indicate
an increasing amount of Fe after CP in the sample together
with a decreasing amount of Fe in the electrolyte solution due
to Fe uptake from the electrolyte solution (Figure S15, SI). At
the same time no black residue was observed in the electrolyte
after CP. PXRD data collected after a 12 h CP stability test
showed that the crystallinity of the MOF was destroyed
(Figure S16, SI). The small amount of sample did not allow for a
porosity determination. From post-mortem STEM elemental
mapping of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB after CP it could be seen that the
homogeneity of the Fe and Ni distribution over the sample was
reduced compared with the material before the stability test
(Figure S17 and Figure 2).

Conclusion
The Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB composite could be easily prepared without
special treatment via a one-step solvothermal reaction as a
benchmark OER electrocatalyst. The iron content was homogeneously distributed over the MOF particles. The introduction of
the highly conductive and porous carbon material ketjenblack
(KB) provided the solution to overcome the intrinsic drawbacks
of MOF for electrocatalysis, in particular a low electrical
conductivity, a predominant and unstable microporosity, which
hinders permeability of electrolyte ions into pores and transfer
of evolved gases from inside the pores to the bulk electrolyte,
and a poor wettability. Even though Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 is unstable
in alkaline aqueous environments and under the electrocatalytic
conditions the stabilized and optimized formed composite
material shows excellent OER performance. Thus, Ni(Fe)-MOF-74
can be viewed as a sacrificial agent which provides intimately
mixed Ni and Fe centers in well-dispersed active species in
good contact to KB. Different from Ni(Fe)(OH)2 the inorganicorganic hybrid nature of the MOF is seen as instrumental in
forming the highly active catalyst. Consequently, the Ni(Fe)MOF/KB showed a very high OER activity, where the current
density at 1.7 VRHE and the overpotential at 10 mA/cm2 were
measured as 650 mA/cm2 and 0.274 VRHE, respectively, after the
activation induced by additional iron species from the electrolyte. The Tafel analysis and EIS result support the introduction
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of KB as a very effective strategy to overcome the kinetic barrier
towards an efficient 4-electron transfer process of OER. The
combination of a MOF, even as a sacrificial agent, and
ketjenblack within a composite material is very attractive for
catalytic applications and the proposed protocol will serve to
optimize the electrocatalytic performance of MOF-based materials not only for OER but also for other electrochemical
applications.

Experimental Section
Materials and methods. The chemicals used were obtained from
commercial sources and no further purification was carried out.
Ketjenblack EC 600 JD was purchased from AkzoNobel Netherlands.
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurements were performed at
ambient temperature on a Bruker D2 Phaser powder diffractometer
with a rotating silicon, low background sample holder, at 30 kV,
10 mA for Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). The diffractograms were
evaluated with the Match 3.11 software. For the post-mortem
characterization, the X-ray powder patterns for qualitative phase
analysis were collected on a Stoe STADI P transmission diffractometer using Mo radiation (λ = 0.7093 Å). The instrument was
equipped with a primary Ge (111) monochromator (Mo Kα1) and a
position-sensitive Mythen1 K detector. The samples were mounted
in a transmission sample holder. Data were recorded in the range
from 2 to 40° 2θ with a step width of 0.015° 2θ and 60 s per step of
data acquisition. For each sample, 8 scans were collected and
summed after data collection.
Fourier transform infrared spectra were recorded in attenuated
total reflection mode (Platinum ATR-QL, Diamond) on a Bruker
TENSOR 37 IR spectrometer in the range of 4000–550 cm 1.
N2-sorption measurements were performed with a Quantachrome
Autosorb iQ MP gas sorption analyzer at 77 K. Prior to the
measurement the materials were degassed under vacuum (10 3
mbar) at 150 °C for 24 hours. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface
areas were determined from nitrogen adsorption isotherms applying Roquerol plot for microporous type I isotherms (R2 > 0.998). We
designate BET surface areas as ‘apparent’ for microporous materials
in line with a suggestion in ref. 58, where it is noted that ’the BETarea derived from a Type I isotherm must not be treated as a
realistic probe accessible surface area’ but ’represents an apparent
surface area, which may be regarded as a useful adsorbent
“fingerprint” ’. Non-local density functional theory (NLDFT) calculations for the pore size distribution were performed using the ‘N2
at 77 K on carbon, slit/cylindrical pore, NLDFT equilibrium‘ kernel
for KB and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB and the ‘N2 at 77 K on carbon, cylindrical
pore, NLDFT equilibrium‘ kernel for Ni(Fe)-MOF-74, Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB
and Ni(Fe)(OH)2.
Flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) was conducted with a
Vario 6 from Analytic Jena. Weighted samples were stirred with
concentrated HCl overnight. The solution was carefully filtered and
diluted with millipore water to a volume of 25 mL for the AAS
measurement.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were collected with a
Jeol JSM-65 10 LV QSEM advanced electron microscope with a LaB6
cathode at 20 kV and a Bruker Xflash 410 silicon drift detector for
energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometric (EDX) elemental composition
analysis. The small amount of Cu, Al and Au found in the EDX
spectra is due to the sample holder and the sputtering of the
sample with gold prior to the investigation. For the post-mortem
characterization, SEM-EDX mapping was recorded with a Hitachi S-
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3500 N equipped with a Si(Li) Pentafet Plus detector from Oxford
instruments. EDX spectra were each measured at three different
sample spots.
Inductively-coupled plasma – optical emission spectrometry (ICPOES) measurements were carried out with a SPECTROGREEN
instrument from Spectro Analytic Instruments. Samples from the
electrolyte solution were taken from the electrochemical cell before
and after 12 hours of chronopotentiometry.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were made
on an ULVAC-PHI VersaProbe II microfocus X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer equipped with a polychromatic aluminum Kα X-ray
source (1486.8 eV). Binding energies were referenced to the carbon
1 s orbital with a binding energy of 284.8 eV. Experimental XP
spectra were fitted by the CasaXPS program, version 2.3.19PR1.0,
copyright 1999 2018 Casa Software Ltd.
Transmission electron microscope (TEM), high resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM), as well as scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) micrographs were recorded by
using a JEM 2200-FS (JEOL) microscope operated at an acceleration
voltage of 200 kV. Additional HR-TEM pictures were taken with a
HF-2000 microscope (Hitachi). A carbon film supported by a
standard copper grid was used as sample carrier for TEM characterization.
Synthesis of Ni(Fe)-MOF-74. Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 was synthesized according to the literature with slight modifications.47 Ni(NO3)2 · 6H2O
(641 mg, 2.20 mmol), Fe(OAc)2 (12 mg, 0.069 mmol) and 2,5dihydroxyterephthalic acid (148 mg, 0.75 mmol) were mixed in
50 mL of DMF, 3 mL of EtOH and 3 mL of H2O and stirred overnight
at room temperature to obtain a homogeneous solution. This
mixture was transferred into an autoclave and heated to 120 °C for
24 h. Following, the sample was washed 3 times with DMF (40 mL,
each) for 2 days and 5 times with MeOH (40 mL, each) for 4 days
and dried at 120 °C in a vacuum oven for 24 hours. Yield: 300 mg
(as-synthesized sample).
Synthesis of Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB composite. The composite has been
synthesized by the same procedure only with the addition of
ketjenblack with the same mass (148 mg) as the linker 2,5dihydroxyterephthalic acid. After overnight stirring, the mixture was
transferred into the autoclave and heated to 120 °C for 24 h.
Consequently, the sample was washed 3 times with DMF (40 mL,
each) for 2 days and 5 times with MeOH (40 mL, each) for 4 days
and dried at 120 °C in a vacuum oven for 24 hours. Yield: 507 mg.
Mass fractions of the components for Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB: 48 wt%
Ni(Fe)-MOF-74 and 52 wt% KB.
Synthesis of Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB. Ni(Fe)(OH)2 was
synthesized by mixing Ni(NO3)2 · 6H2O (641 mg, 2.20 mmol) and
Fe(OAc)2 (12 mg, 0.069 mmol) in 50 mL of DMF, 3 mL of EtOH and
3 mL of H2O overnight and subsequently transferring into an
autoclave for heating 24 h at 120 °C. Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB was synthesized
in same way only with the addition of KB (148 mg) into the mixture.
Both materials were washed 3 times with DMF (40 mL, each) for
2 days and 5 times with MeOH (40 mL, each) for 4 days and dried at
120 °C in a vacuum oven for 24 h. Yield: 137 mg for Ni(Fe)(OH)2 and
310 mg for Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB. Mass fractions of the components for
Ni(Fe)(OH)2/KB: 53 wt% Ni(Fe)- and 47 wt% KB.
Electrocatalytic activity measurement. The electrocatalytic OER
test was conducted in 1 mol/L KOH under continuous argon
purging and the temperature was kept at 298 K by a thermostat.
The three-electrode configuration consisting of a Pt wire (the
counter electrode), a hydrogen reference electrode (HydroFlex,
Gaskatel), and a glassy carbon electrode (GCE) (the working
electrode) was used, where the electrochemical signal was recorded
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by the potentiostat (Biologic SP-150). Before loading the catalyst,
the GCE was polished with Al2O3 suspensions (5 and 0.25 μm, Allied
High Tech Products, Inc.) and cleaned by sonication in distilled
water. The sample (4.8 mg) was added in the solution containing
0.75 mL of H2O, 0.25 mL of 2-propanol, and 50 μL of a Nafion
solution (Aldrich, ~ 5 wt% in a mixture of lower aliphatic alcohols
and water), and was sonicated for 30 min to obtain a homogenous
ink solution. Finally, 5.25 μL of this ink solution was dropped onto
the GCE (5 mm in diameter, 0.196 cm2), which was dried under
argon atmosphere. The linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and cyclic
voltammetry (CV) were collected by scanning the potential from 0.7
to 1.7 VRHE with 10 mV/s and from 0.7 to 1.6 VRHE with 50 mV/s
under rotating the electrode at 2,000 rpm, respectively. The
impedance spectra were collected at 1.6 VRHE from 105 to 0.5 Hz.
The electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) was calculated by
the equation: ECSA = Cdl/Cs, where Cdl is the double layer capacitance and Cs is the specific capacitance (0.04 mF/cm2 for 1 mol/L
KOH electrolyte). The Cdl was estimated by plotting the nonFaradaic capacitive current (janode-jcathode) from 1 to 1.1 VRHE versus
the scan rate (50–250 mV/s), whose linear slope was divided in half.
In order to check the long-term stability of the catalysts, the
chronopotentiometry fixed at 10 mA/cm2 was measured in the 2and 3-electrode system for 12 h. The OER post-mortem (i. e. after
OER) characterization was carried out with a Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB sample
deposited on 1 cm2 of carbon fiber paper (Toray TGP H-60 non–
PTFE coated). The ink was prepared with the same afore-mentioned
method for GCE preparation. The CP test was carried out with the
best catalyst Ni(Fe)-MOF/KB using the 3-electrode setup at 10 mA/
cm2 for 12 h in 1 mol/L KOH.

Supporting Information
Materials and methods, synthesis of the materials, crystal
structure of Ni-MOF-74, PXRD patterns, IR spectra, pore size
distributions, XPS spectra, SEM images, STEM and SEM-EDX
elemental mappings, EDX spectra, CV data, capacitive current
difference and comparison of current density divided by the
ECSA and surface BET, post-mortem data.
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